
Full Name: Support person's Name:

Due Date:

Doctor: Hospital:

Use this easy fill-in-the-blank birth plan to prepare yourself for delivery and communicate your wants and needs to your

medical team
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Birth Plan

Today's Date:

Please note that I have:

Group B strep

An Rh incompatibility with baby

Gestational diabetes

I am planning a: 

vaginal birth

c-section

water birth

vbac

I'd like:

Partner

Parents

Children

Doula

Friend

Other

present before and/or during labor

during labor, I'd like:

The lights dimmed

The room quiet

Music playing (I will provide)

To wear my contacts the whole time

my support person to film/take

photos

my support person present

throughout
As few interruptions as possible

As few vaginal exams as possible

to wear my own clothing

To stay hydrated with ice chips &

clear liquids
To eat and drink as approved by my

doctor/midwife
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For the first stage of labor, I'd like

to be:

laying down

standing up

Walking

If possible, I do not want: 

a catheter

an enema

my pubic area shaved

an iv

I'd like fetal monitoring to be:

continuous

intermittent

internal

external

doppler only

only if baby is in distress

For labor intervention:

prefer to try natural methods first

only perform if baby is in distress

perform membrane stripping
Never to include artificial rupture

of membrane

perform rupture of membrane

perform pitocin

perform prostaglandin gel

in a tub

in a shower

hydration is okay

Saline lock is okay

For pain relief, I will use:

standard epidural

walking epidural

OTC medication

meditation

accupressure

accupuncture

cold therapy

massage

hypnosis

Breathing techniques

distraction

demerol

Reflexology

TENS

Only what I request

whatever is suggested

not sure

Nothing
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During delivery, I would like to:

Squat

stand

recline

Birthing stool

birthing chair

I will bring my own:

Lie on my side

be on my hands and knees

Lean on my partner

Be in the shower

Be in a birthing tub

use a birthing stool

Use a birth bar for support

Use foot pedals for support

Use people for leg support

Birthing Tub

Squatting Bar

As the baby is delivered, I would like to: 

Push spontaneously

push as directed

Push without time limits

Use a mirror to watch

Use my hands to feel baby

let epidural wear off as I push

have a full dose of epidural

avoid forceps if possible

avoid vacuum extraction if possible

use whatever method my doctor needs

help catch the baby

let my partner catch the baby

let my partner suction the baby

I would like an episiotomy:

Used only after perineal massage,

warm compresses and positioning

Not performed, even if it means I

tear

Rather than risk a tear

Only as a last resort

Only if my doctor deems it necessary

with local anesthesia

with pressure and no anesthesia

followed by local anesthesia for the

repair



My partner to cut the umbilical

cord

The cord to be cut only after it

stops pulsating

to bank the cord blood

to donate the cord blood
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After delivery, I would like: 

To deliver the placenta on my own

time and without assistance

to see the placenta before it is

discarded

to keep the placenta

not to be given pitocin/oxytocin

To exhaust all other options

first

If a c-section becomes necessary, I would like: 

A second opinion

To stay conscious

General anesthetic

My hands free so I can touch the baby

The surgery explained as it happens

An epidural for anesthesia

My partner to hold the baby as soon

as possible

My support person to stay with

me the entire time

The screen lowered so I can see

what is happening

To breastfeed as soon as possible

I would like to hold the baby:

Immediately after delivery

After weighing

After suctioning

I would like to breastFeed: 

as soon as possible after delivery

Before eye drops/ointment given

Later

NeverAfter being cleaned and swaddled

Before eye drops/ointment given

To join me immediately after

delivery

To join me in my room later

I would like the following people: 

To have unlimited visiting after birth

To see baby in nursery only

Names: 
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Please do not give my baby:

Vitamin K

Antibiotic Eye Treatment

Sugar Water

I would like to feed baby:

Only with breast milk

Only with Formula

On demand

On scheduleFormula

Pacifier

I would like all baby's medical exams and procedures:

Given in my presence

Given only after we have bonded

Given in my partner's presence

To include a hearing screen

To include a Hepatitis B vaccine

To include a heel stick for screening

tests beyond the PKU

With the help of a lactation

consultant

I'd like my baby's first bath given:

In my presence

In my partner's presence

By me

I'd like my baby to stay in my room:

All the time

During the day

Only when I'm awake

Only for FeedingBy my partner

At home Only when requested

If we have a boy, circumcision should:

not be done

be done

be done later

Be done with anasthesia

Be done in the presence of myself

and/or my partner

I'd like my support person to:

Have unlimited visiting

Sleep in my room
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After delivery, please give me:

Extra strength Tylenol

Stool Softener

Percocet

If Baby is unwell, I'd prefer:

To accompany them to nicu

To hold them as often as possible

To breastfeed or provide pumped

breastmilk
Laxative

After birth, I'd like to stay in the hospital:

As long as possible

As short as possible

Until I am confident I'm ready to

Leave

I  A M  I N  L O V E

W I T H  A  H U M A N  I

H A V E N ' T  M E T

Y E T .

 


